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Highlights of Major Retail Groups’ Financial Results for Fiscal 
Year Ended February 2020 

 
The following is Japan Credit Rating Agency, Ltd. (JCR)’s perception of the current status and 
highlights for rating concerning the financial results for the fiscal year ended February 2020 (FY2019) 
and earnings forecasts for FY2020 of Japan’s two major retail groups (collectively, the “Two 
Companies”): AEON CO., LTD. (“AEON”; security code: 8267) and Seven & i Holdings Co., Ltd. 
(“Seven & i”; security code: 3382). 
 
1. Industry Trend and Impact of COVID-19 Pandemic 
According to Japan Chain Store Association, same-store sales for FY2019 declined 1.2% over the 
year, the fourth consecutive fall after a 0.8% year-on-year drop for FY2018. Looking at changes by 
product, foods remained unchanged over the year. Until the third quarter, sales had been lower over 
the year due to unseasonal weather conditions and low market prices of agricultural products. 
However, sales increased 4.3% on year for the fourth quarter due to increased demand of home meals 
caused by the COVID-19 pandemic, which pushed up overall sales to the same level as the previous 
fiscal year. Apparel and housing-related products also fell 8.3% and 1.8% respectively over the year 
due to impacts of consumption tax hike, voluntary restraint on going out, etc. At present, the 
emergency declaration was lifted; however, it seems it will take time to recover the same-store sales 
while consumer confidence is weakening.  

The COVID-19 pandemic has given impacts on the wide range of businesses operated by the Two 
Companies. Looking at the same-store sales by business type, net sales of department stores and 
shopping malls dropped significantly partly because department stores and shopping malls temporarily 
suspending operations in responding to the declaration of emergency. Convenience store (“CVS”) 
decreased sales due to an impact of decreased number of customers. Along with expansion of the 
voluntary restraint on going out and telecommuting, changes in sales trend by location are seen as 
sales of stores located in resort and business areas decreased while ones located in residential areas 
increased. General Merchandize store (“GMS”) also decreased sales, which was impacted by 
decreased sales in apparel while sales of its mainstay of foods were solid. On the other hand, 
supermarket (“SM”) has been increasing due to rising average spending per customer caused by bulk 
purchase of food products with a longer storage life. Drugstore’s sales were strong by capturing 
demand of household consumer goods. 

Both the Two Companies are implementing group-wide strategies to strengthen their earnings 
capacity. The AEON is integrating management of GMS and SM in each area of Hokkaido, Tohoku, 
Tokai/Chubu, Kinki, Chugoku/Shikoku and Kyushu. The integration was completed in all areas except 
for Kyushu where management integration of AEON KYUSHU CO., LTD., Maxvalu Kyushu Co., Ltd. 
and AEON Store Kyushu Co., Ltd. is scheduled to be carried out in September 2020. In November 
2019, AEON entered into exclusive partnership contract in Japan with Ocado Solutions, a subsidiary of 
a British company of Ocado Group plc operating online supermarket. The AEON intends to operate 
next-generation supermarkets to meet the customers’ diverse needs. Meanwhile, Seven & i 
announced its group-wide strategies and business structure reforms in October 2019. It indicated 
strengthening its operation in North America and worldwide through 7-Eleven, Inc. as its growth 
strategy, and digitalization, financial strategies, etc. as common strategies of the Seven & i Group. 
Seven Eleven Japan Co., Ltd. will try to formulate support measures, etc. for member stores to further 
enhance its business base. Ito-Yokado Co., Ltd. (“Ito-Yokado”) and Sogo & Seibu Co., Ltd. intend to 
stabilize earnings by reviewing stores and manpower allocation.  
 
2. Financial Results  
For FY2019, AEON increased operating revenue and income, and Seven & i decreased operating 
revenue and increased operating income. AEON increased operating income to 215.5 billion yen, up 
3.2 billion yen from the previous fiscal year. It increased 11.1 billion yen resulting from applying 
IFRS16 (Lease) to overseas consolidated subsidiaries, etc. and decreased 16.7 billion yen resulting 
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from inappropriate accounting treatments made by subsidiaries. By segment, the Health & Wellness 
and Development grew. In the Development, AEON Mall Co., Ltd.’s overseas business (combined 
results of China and ASEAN) increased. Contrarily, AEON’s domestic retail businesses continued to 
struggle in general as its GMS and SM businesses decreased income and other factors. Operating 
income of Aeon Retail Co., Ltd. (“Aeon Retail”), the core company of the GMS business, decreased 
approximately 50% year-on-year due to a decline in gross profit margin while SG&A expenses 
continued to decrease. The same-store sales increased in the H&BC (Health & Beauty Care) business 
but were affected by decreased revenue of the Apparel and Housing-related products. The SM 
business’ income decreased due to unseasonal weather conditions in summer time, low market prices 
of agricultural products and other factors. Seven & i increased operating income 3.1% year-on-year to 
424.2 billion yen. By segment, the Overseas and Domestic CVS and Superstore businesses that 
includes GMS and SM increased income while the Department store and Specialty store businesses 
decreased income. The core business of Domestic CVS business increased income by increasing 
same-store sales (an increase of 0.2% from a year earlier), improving gross profit margin and 
optimizing SG&A expenses. The Overseas CVS business increased income by increasing same-store 
sales due to expansion of sales of fast food and private brand products, and other factors. Ito-Yokado 
Co., Ltd. managed to increase income by offsetting impacts of decreased same-store sales, a 1.0% 
decrease from a year earlier, and others by reducing SG&A expenses. On the other hand, the 
Department store business decreased income as it could not offset impacts of decreased same-store 
sales, a decrease of 2.5% from a year earlier, and declined gross profit margin by cutting SG&A 
expenses. Since the Two Companies’ fiscal years ended in February, an impact of COVID-19 
pandemic to their results was limited as whole groups. 
 For financial position as of the end of FY2019, due mainly to increased interest-bearing debt 
excluding the Financial Service (long-term loans, CPs, corporate bonds, lease and installment 
payment payables), AEON’s equity ratio decreased from 10.9%, a year earlier, to 9.6%. One of the 
reasons is that net income increases at a sluggish pace; therefore, equity capital cannot be built up. 
Seven & i decreased interest-bearing debt (long-term borrowings and bonds) without making large-
scale investments. Due to an increase in accounts receivable and other factors, equity ratio was 
43.4%, which was almost the same as a year earlier of 43.5%. 

Capital investments for FY2019, both the Two Companies decreased. AEON decreased 51.8 
billion yen year-on-year to 417.7 billion yen due largely to a decrease of 101.6 billion yen at the 
Development. By objective, infrastructure investment increased while store investment decreased. By 
region, investments decreased both at home and abroad. Seven & i decreased 178.4 billion yen year-
on-year to 360.9 billion yen. Although the amount significantly increased in FY2018 due to the 
acquisition of a part of store network of Sunoco LP in the U.S., there were no such large capital 
investments in FY2019. By business, the overseas and domestic CVS businesses remain Seven & i's 
core businesses; therefore, capital investments made by both businesses accounted for 66% of the 
total capital investments.        
 
3. Highlights for Rating  
For FY2020, AEON plans to decrease both operating revenue and income, and Seven & i has not 
disclosed the earnings forecast since it is difficult to estimate the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic in 
a reasonable manner. Under the assumption that the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic will continue 
to the end of FY2020, AEON plans to decrease operating income between 76.8% and 53.6% year-on-
year to between 50 billion yen and 100 billion yen, and it has not determined ordinary income and net 
income. Assuming from the present condition, JCR sees that the GMS and Development businesses 
will decrease sale but the SM and Health & Wellness businesses will increase sales. Looking at 
monthly sales of Seven & i’s major companies (March 2020 – April 2020), the same-store sales of the 
domestic and overseas CVS, GMS and Department store were lower than that of a year earlier, and 
that of the SM (York-Benimaru) was higher year-on-year. Since the domestic and overseas CVS 
businesses accounted for majority of its operating income, it is necessary to closely monitor the sales 
trend of both businesses. Therefore, JCR will closely watch the status of resuming operation of stores 
and sales trend of each business going forward. In addition, the consumer behavior may change after 
ending the pandemic; JCR believes measures taken by each company in responding to the changes 
will become important.  

Rebuilding the GMS business continues to be an important issue for both Groups. Looking at the 
operating income of core companies in this segment for FY2019, Aeon Retail decreased 52.0% year-
on-year to 5.6 billion yen and Ito-Yokado increased 38.5% year-on-year to 6.5 billion yen, as seen, the 
profit levels are low. The operating income margin (relative to operating revenue) stood at 0.3% for 
Aeon Retail and 0.6% for Ito-Yokado. Although reductions in SG&A expenses have been effective to 
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some extent, both companies are still seeing a decrease in same-store sales. Therefore, it is 
necessary to improve profitability and strengthening the competitiveness of stores. 

In the domestic retail business, formulating measures to respond to labor shortage is important. 
While securing sufficient workforce continues to be difficult, the industry still has to engage in issues 
including increasing efficiency in store operations, reviewing the supply chain, etc. In May 2020, 
guidelines for dealing with the COVID-19 pandemic in retail stores were released to prevent COVID-19 
infections at retail stores. It specifically indicates preventive measures of the infection, protecting 
employees from the infection and carrying out daily health checking, requests for customers to follow 
the new rules in doing shopping as well as dispatching information at stores. In continuing the 
operation, the preventive measures are important and they should be thoroughly informed to the 
employees.  

JCR predicts that the Two Companies will keep making constant capital expenditures to the 
focused areas. Looking at the actual result for FY2019, AEON shifted to infrastructure investments 
including IT, logistics and digital solutions from store investments. Seven & i made investments 
primarily in the domestic and overseas CVS businesses as mentioned above. Although both Two 
Companies have not disclosed the plan for FY2020, JCR predicts that both will follow the investment 
trend of FY2019. In the medium term, both will make growth investments; however, they may reduce 
the amounts due to the COVID-19 pandemic for FY2020.  

Hiroyuki Chikusa, Hiroyoshi Otsuka 

 

 
(Chart 1) Consolidated Financial Results of Two Major Retail Groups 

(JPY100mn) 

Company FY Operating Revenue Operating Income Ordinary Income 
Net Income 

Attributable to 
Owners of Parent 

AEON 2018 85,182 2,122 2,151 236 

(8267) 2019 86,042 2,155 2,058 268 

 2020 (forecast) 80,000-84,000 500-1,000 - - 

Seven & i 2018 67,912 4,115 4,065 2,030 

(3382) 2019 66,443 4,242 4,178 2,181 

 2020 (forecast) - - - - 

(Source: Chart 1 through 4 were Prepared by JCR based on financial materials of above companies)  
* AEON’s ordinary income and net income attributable to owners of parent / Seven & i's business performance 
forecast for FY2020 are not finalized. 

 

(Chart 2) Operating Income of Two Major Retail Groups by Segment  
(JPY 100 mn) 

  AEON （8267） Seven & i （3382） 

 FY2018 FY2019 FY2018 FY2019 

GMS 115 72 211 213 

CVS - - 3,389 3,586 

SM 251 215 -           -  

Financial Services 708 704 528 536 

Development 555 632 -           -  

Services and Specialty Store 197 51 66 46 

Department Store           -            -  37 7 

Health & Wellness 262 350 - - 

International 32 103 - - 

Others 6 17 26 15 

Adjustment -8 7 -145 -162 

Total 2,122 2,155 4,115 4,242 
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(Chart 3) Consolidated Financial Position of Two Major Retail Groups  
(JPY 100 mn) 

Company FY-end Equity Capital Interest-bearing 
debt* Equity Ratio (%) 

AEON 2018 10,936 25,525 10.9 
(8267) 2019 10,645 30,066 9.6 
Seven & i 2018 25,213 11,051 43.5 
(3382) 2019 26,015 9,829 43.4 

* Total  of long- and short-term borrowings, corporate bonds, CP, lease obligations, accounts 
payable-installment purchase, etc.  for AEON; Total  of long- and short- term borrowings and 
corporate bonds for Seven & i .  

 

(Chart 4) Capital Expenditures of Two Major Retail Groups  
(JPY 100 mn)  

Company FY Capital 
Expenditure 

AEON 2018 4,696 
(8267) 2019 4,177 
Seven & i 2018 5,393 
(3382) 2019 3,609 

 
   

 

<Reference> 
Issuer: Seven & i Holdings Co., Ltd. 
Long-term Issuer Rating: AA+     Outlook: Stable 
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